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TOURING YOUR NEW BUILDING
Familiarisation tours of the new building have had many 
teams clocking up some serious steps to check out their 
new areas. 

The Paediatrics team have been visiting their ‘penthouse’ 
position on levels 8 through to 10, which will be known 
as the Children’s Unit. This change of name is in line 
with a facility-wide move towards a simplified naming 
convention, making it easy for everyone to understand.  

The Allied Health team had a ball getting a sneak peek of 
the future courtyards across all levels of the mental health 
units. With the water features, barbeques and basketball 
court soon to be installed, it’s game on for our builders 
who are making the finishing touches.  
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CSSD TESTING 1...2...3...
The Central Sterilising Services Department have been 
hard at work, testing the five new steam sterilisers in  
their future space. To ensure the machines are  
effectively sterilising reusable medical devices for safe 
use in surgical and clinical procedures, a series of tests 
are completed. 

With more than 500 instrument trays and 180 bowl sets 
needing wrapping in sterile barrier wraps, an amazing 
effort was seen from the team. On top of this work, 
225 single instruments were packed in laminate/paper 
pouches for further testing.

Thanks to Tracey and the team for their commitment to 
keeping our vital hospital instruments squeaky clean! 
Your hard work in the new department will make for a 
smooth transition into the new building. 
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75 DAYS  
TO GO!
Now that’s a stack.
Click here or check out the 
below to learn who is housed 
on each level of your new 
clinical services building. 

MOVE PLANS ARE DUE
Reminder that move day plans are due.  
Send through your completed move plans to  
our project officers so we can get a move on.

Thanks to all who tuned in to our recent REDtalk  
staff presentation on Thursday 24 February. We loved 
showing you the future main entrance and Hospital 
Street. Watch the recording here on the intranet. 

REDtalk
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